ARREST OF (01) TRAFFICKER AND RESCUED (02) CHILDREN FROM
THE BROTHEL HOUSES IN YADAGIRIGUTTA PROPER
1. Cr.No. : 263/18
2. Section of law : 370 (1) (5), 372, 373, 366(A) IPC, Sec.17 of POCSO Act,
Sec. 3, 4, 5, 6 of IT(P) Act & Sec 75, 81 JJ Act.
3. Name of the PS : Yadagirigutta PS
4. Date of Occurrence : Prior to 19.08.2018
5. Date of Report: 19.08.2018
6. BRIEF FACTS:
On tip of information, today i.e. on 19.08.2018 in the afternoon hours, the
yadigirigutta police headed by DCP Yadadri Bhongir zone, raided on the brothel
houses in Yadagirigutta proper and arrested the following (01) trafficker who is
habitually committing illicit trafficking of innocent women and running brothel
houses. Further, (02) children were also rescued from her brothel house. The
enquiries established that taking the advantage of poverty of certain families, the
traffickers used to procure the girl children from various places through the
professional mediators namely Kamsani Shankar by paying 40,000/- for each girl.
Apart from it, the traffickers also pick up certain innocent orphan girls also. Later,
the traffickers keep the girls in the brothel houses and look-after their welfare until
their teenage. Since the Yadadri is famous pilgrimage, erstwhile, proper counseling
has been given to the organizers of the brothel houses apart from providing them
some employment. Recently, we also invoked PD Act against one Kamsani
Yadagiri & (4) others. However, they did not mend their ways and continuing this
illegal business and also PD Act being imposed on the traffickers who are involved
in this case.
As such, criminal cases were registered against the traffickers under appropriate
section of laws.
7. Details of the arrested traffickers:
1) Kamsani Jyothi Rescued the (02) victim girls:
So far 25 accused persons are arrested out of them 3 are already in PD act and 26
victim girls are rescued from the clutches of human traffickers.
8. Further plan of action
The rescued children are being sent to the rescue home. After making proper
enquiry, PD act will be initiated against all the above accused persons, so far 7
brothel houses are being seized under the provisions of ITP act for 3 years on the
orders of RDO and also remaining brothel houses also being seized after obtaining
the orders on the RDO.
The yadigirgutta police team under the close supervision of Sri.Ramchandra
Reddy, DCP Bhongir Zone, Sri.Sreenivasa Charyulu ACP Yadadri division,
participated in this operation will be rewarded suitably.

